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In his article, Professor Tang critically evaluates Hegel’s modern 

theory of recognition and proposes a kind of recognition theory based 

on protology. He proposes that human relations should be founded on 

our relationship with Heaven through exploring the Confucian classics 

and that this is consistent with Christian thought. This kind of thought 

leads to a kind of religion-based life ethics. I believe that Professor 

Tang makes important contributions to the dialogue between 

Christianity and Confucianism by showing the convergence of both 

worldviews. In my article, I give provide additional support for this 

kind of convergence while at the same time pointing out some areas of 

divergence. For example, I note that, as both Christianity and 

Confucianism are challenged by secularism in contemporary societies, 

their dialogue should be expanded to include Christianity, 

Confucianism, and secularist traditions (such as naturalism). I believe 

Christianity and Confucianism align on one weakness of naturalism: 

the difficulty of justifying objective moral standards through the 

epistemology of positivism or scientism. Within both Christianity and 

Confucianism, it is possible to justify objective moral standards and to 

provide spiritual resources for overcoming the dehumanization of 

humans in modern society. A kind of religion-based life ethics is 

therefore greatly relevant in our context. 
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